THE ECONOMICS OF REGULATING DECEPTION

Paul H. Rubin

pices or tne iNatlonar ~avertising i~eviewiioarci ~1NJi.nhi)
or tne
National Advertising Division (NAD) of the Council of Better Business Bureaus (American Bar Association 1989); and private civil
litigation under the Lanham Act and other statutes or common law
doctrines.
Of all ofthese regulatory bodies, the FTCisnowthe only organiza-
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normally $50, on sale for $25, this ad will have no immediate benefits.
That is, consumers are not given any new options, since $25 is the
normal price. This is why such ads are sometimes challenged as
being deceptive. Nonetheless, the process started by this ad will
likely lead ultimately to lower prices for consumers. Price
conscious
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deal with, among other issues, low fares that are available only on a
limited basis. The auto rental guidelines deal with issues including
the “collision damage waiver.” In both cases, the ads are true but,
according to the NAAG, incomplete. However, discouraging these
ads is likely to lead to higher prices in both industries.
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Zeithami (1988, p. 2) argues that “research on these concepts [price,
quality, and value] has provided few conclusive findings.” Similarly,
Monroe and Krishnan (1985, p. 229) indicate: “We have not been
able to identify conceptually or empirically when buyers will infer
product quality on the basis of price.
Considering previous stud. .
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was still determined that there is “no significant difference between
the ending bank balances” of subjects in groups with and without
advertised reference prices.
Interestingly, the authors attribute their results regarding deception in part to the fact that their subjects may have believed that it is
illeo’al to
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it is important for regulatory officials to have astrong theoretical basis
for bringing some cases and not others. Economics provides this
theoretical basis. Economists argue that the basis for regulation
should be the effect of claims on consumer welfare, and economics
provides a framework for determining which types of ads are more
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1990, chap. 8). Economists had long been puzzled by apparently noninformative advertising. Nelson showed that in certain circumstances
the very existence of advertising would itself provide information.
Advertising would only be worthwhile if it led to repeat sales for
experience goods, but firms could expect repeat sales only if the
nroduiot were of ciiff~i-mient1vhiab niiaiitv
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used to solve the lemons problem. Investments in non-salvageable
firm-specific capital (capital that would become worthless if the firm
were to shut down) would serve to guarantee quality since the firm
would lose the value of these investments if consumers dissatisfied
with low-quality products forced it to shut down by withdrawing
in~.n.
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pie, a firm might suffer business reverses and plan on leaving a
market. However, if the firm has established a reputation in this
market, it may be worthwhile for the firm to draw down this reputation capital by offering relatively shoddy goods and thus implicitly
deceiving consumers. It might be worthwhile forregulatory agencies
to

nolice the maritet to nrevent thi~~orf of behavior althoiiuh Iw the
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prescription drug advertising, and the FDA is not providing net
benefits to consumers by effectively forbidding suchads (Masson and
Rubin 1985, 1986). Direct-to-consumer advertising of prescription
drugs could provide at least three sorts of health benefits. First,
consumers may suffer symptoms ofa treatable disease without realiz~
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the medicine. The FDA denies this option through its policy oi
forbidding advertising of lix drugs.
The FDA has advei-tising jurisdiction over some aspects of OTC
drugs and also over some aspects of food advertising, particularl)
with resnect to health claims. The FDA is sometimes nnwillin~fr
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tive by omission. Campbell’s advertised that its soups were healthy
because they contained fiber. The states alleged deception because
the ads did not disclose other, negative health information regarding
the products. Several states have recently signed an agreement with
Campbell’s under which the firm will pay $315,000 and stop making
certain
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value fora negative attribute). Higher priced sellers may not advertise price at all, but when a consumer observes a product being
advertised with no price information, the normal assumption is that
it is not a discount price, and may be a high price.
Another example is the advertising of tar and nicotine content of
cigarettes (Calfee 1986). In the 1950s (and nerhans earlier) consum-

rium may oe witn respect to aavernslng, out it may oe in terms oi
actual product characteristics as well. Advertising affects sales at
current prices of existing products. It also influences characteristics
and prices of products that firms will offer in the future. Advertising
changes future product characteristics because a firm will only produce products or establish prices that it expects to be able to advern~-
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ultimately stopped it as being deceptive. The long-run effect of the
advertising before it was stopped was to actually change produci
characteristics, As sellers competed by advertising tar and nicotine
levels, some producers found it worthwhile to reduce levels in ordei
to be able to advertise lower amounts. Other firms responded, and the
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p;oducts that had originally not contained
tropical oils advertise this, but, as the theory would predict, other
manufacturers began to reformulate their products without these
oils; firms (including Kellogg, PepsiCo, and others) removed tropical
oils from their products. Imports of palm oil fell 44 percent from
1QSR to 1987 Had a rei’iilatorv authority stonned claims of “No

to compete on the basis of less of this chen~ca1because
of current disclosure regulations (Calfee 1986). Policy should be
clear in allowing advertising to change as knowledge changes if
disclosure is mandated.18
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with the stock market effects of these orders that indicates that they
may be much more costly than is apparent (Peltzman 1981, Mathios
and Plummer 1989). The Magnuson-Moss FTC Improvements Act
of 1975 has given the Commission broader powers, including the
power to enforce rules with monetary penalties and also the power
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increase deterrence, then this can be done directly—for example,
by giving increased publicity to Commission findings of deception.
Since orders with respect to agencies would cover ads in many areas
and for many types of products, overdeterrence is particularly likely.
Therefore, there is no general argument for finding agencies liable.
mans, Iiaarc

the Conimincion had not named aaencim~c for eccen-

mation, and markets will use this information and provide the correct
set of products. Rules mandating disclosure are generally unnecessary, and often harmful. Inefficient policies may limit the amount of
information that consumers will receive. Moreover, inappropriate
rules regarding disclosure can thwart the tendency of markets to
provide the correct set of products for consumers, No regulatory
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